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ABSTRACT

Measurements of the deHaas-vanAlphen effect have been performed in the intermetal-
lic compounds URh3 and UIr3. Complex spectra are observed in both materials.
Effective mass measurements were made for several orbits in URh3 and values as
large as 5.3 m were observed. The relatively complete data in URh3 are consis-
tent with a complex multiply-connected Fermi surface which is in qualitative
agreement with band structure calculations. The largest frequency branches in
UIr3 appear to have the same topology as their corresponding branches in URh.3.
In addition, a number of closed low-mass surfaces exist in UIr3 and are discussed
in terms of the calculations for URh3.

' I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of the deHaas-vanAlphen (dHvA) effect, which can yield precise infor-
mation about electronic bands at the Fermi level and are traditionally used as a
Fermi surface probe, have been utilized to study the band structure of the inter-
metallic compounds URh3 and UIr3. Qualitative agreement is observed with band
structure calculations [1] at least in URh3 where both calculations and data are
more complete.

Few complete band structure calculations have been made for actinide materials
in the past not only because of the difficulties in the calculations (e.g., low-
symmetry crystal structures, large numbers of conduction electrons per unit cell,
need for reiativistic calculations, etc.) but also because of the lack of precise
and detailed experimental data with which to compare such calculations [2].
DeHaas-vanAlphen (dHvA) measurements suffer from the requirement of nearly perfect
single crystals, which because of phase transitions and chemical reactivity are
extremely difficult to obtain in the actinide metals. While detailed measurements
exist for thorium metal [3,4], only scant data are available for uranium where it
is necessary to do the measurements at pressures above 8.3 Kbar in order to sup-
press the low-temperature phase transitions L5J. No dHvA data exist for metals
beyond uranium, and the p.rospects for obtaining them are not encouraging at this
point. In these materials the effective masses (see following section) for f-li'«.
bands are likely to be very large so that the dHvA amplitudes are probably dimin-
ished beyond the sensitivity of presently available equipment. Also, it is not
yet clear whether the f-electrons can always be treated within the band picture. •

The severe experimental difficulties encountered in the actinide metals aro re- \
duced in actinide intermetallic compounds, in some cases to the point where the ]

i
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dHvA effect can be observed. Thus, our attention has been focussed on compounds.
The spectrum of f-electron properties obtained in the compounds is even richer
than for the pure metals which makes this an exciting field of study.

The compounds reported in this paper (URh3 and UIr3) have bulk properties similar
to relatively simple transition metals although it was proposed from other inves-
tigations [6] that at least in URh3 broadened, itinerant f-states do exist at the
Fermi level. Both materials have a temperature-independent susceptibility while
the low-temperature resistivities vary as T3 for URh3 and as T 5 for UIr3 [7].
It is apparent that these compounds do not have local moment properties found in
many actinide intermetallics especially those with the AUCU3 structure [8], How-
ever, it is this lack of narrow bands or localized 5f levels which is in itself
interesting. On the empirical plots representing the correlation between
actinide-actinide separation and magnetic or superconducting properties [9],
both URh3 and UIr3 fall well into the region that should be magnetic (lattice
constants for the ordered AuCu3~type structure are 3.991 A and 4.023 A, respec-
tively) . It will be shown that the lack of magnetism can be attributed to the
formation of hybridized d-f bands.

Investigations of compounds displaying narrow-band phenomena (e.g., UGe3) [10]
such as spin fluctuations have been initiated and show a wealth of dHvA oscilla-
tions. However, the requirements of sample purity are much more severe in these
materials where effective masses are very large. Somewhat purer specimens than
those presently available (Dingle temperature %4°K, see below) are needed in
order to investigate the entire Fermi surface. These materials will constitute
the basis for future study.

The data for URI13 presented in this paper are fairly complete so that a Ferroi
surface model can be constructed. The measurements r,n UIr3 need to be done at
higher fields to clear up some details. Nevertheless, a fairly clear picture is
emerging even for UIr3< In Section II we give a brief description of the dHvA
effect together w£th the method of measurement. Sample preparation is discussed
in Section III, while results and discussions of both compounds are presented in
Section IV. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. dH'.'A EFFECT - THEORY AND MEASUREMENT

Since numerous review articles exist on this subject [11] no attempt vill be made
to discuss the effect in detail. However, some pertinent equations will be pre-
sented together with some of the more important definitions.

The dHvA effect, or the oscillatory diamagnetic susceptibility, results froir. the
quantization of free electron orbits in a plane normal to a magnetic field H.
The quantum condition is given as

* - (n + y)2nhc/e (1)

where * is the magnetic flux through an area encircled by an electron orbit, n is
an integer, y is a phase factor, 15 is Planck's constant, and e the electronic
charge. The cross-sectional areas of allowed orbits in real space then are given
by (n + Y)2iThc/eH, while in k-space, through Onsagers relations, the allowed areas
are give by [12]

An = (n + Y)2ireH/1ic. (2)

The electrons in these orbits are separated in energy E by an amount £.E = tieH/m*
where raA is the so-called cyclotron-effective mass of the electrons, it is de-
fined as
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Here E is a unit vector along the magnetic field direction.

Clearly as H increases, bo.r.h the area of the n C orbit in k-space and the energy
of the electrons in the n allowed orbit increase until at a sufficiently high
value of H the area just equals the cross-sectional area of the Fermi surface, A p,
and the cneiigy equals the Fermi energy, Ep. Increasing H still further causes a

irtergy
« nr-hi

K F -
depopulation of the electrons from the n t n orbit to orbits with lower e
since the electrons cannot have an energy larger than Ep. The (n - l ) t n orbit now
becomes the highest occupied orbit. This depopulation causes a small oscillation
in the free energy, magnetization, density of states, and other related properties.
It occurs regularly in intervals proportional to 1/H with frequency

F - -ncAF/2*e (4)

so that the magnetization oscillates periodically in 1/11. Onsager has shown [12]
that oscillations are obtained only from those portions of the Ferni surface where
the cross-sectional areas in the plane normal to the magnetic field have an ex-
tremura. On all other portions the variation of Ap causes such rapid changes in
frequency that phase cancellation occurs, smearing out the oscillations.

For the general case where the Fermi surface has i extremal areas, the magnetic
field and temperature dependence of this oscillatory magnetization is given approx-
imately by:

M(H,£,T) - £ ̂ (H.e.Dsin fo^F* + B ^ E ) (5a)

$ fH J T> - Ci(e)H~1/2Tcostnp im*(b/2mn ) (5b)
°iK ' ' ' sinhI2Tr*fec(T + XiO:})m*(e)/KeH]

where M is the magnetization, B. and S. are the amplitude and phase, respectively,
of the quantum ost'illation of frequency Fi(e) [given in Eq. (4) above]_for a
given temperature T, magnetic field strength H, and field orientation e with res-
pect to crystallographic axes. The Zeeman splitting factor also can vary for
each sheet of Fermi surface and is given by gj. C J C E ) is a quantity determined by
the geometry of the Fermi surface in the immediate neighborhood of the i t n ex-
tremal plane, while the effective temperature term, Xj(e), which accounts for the
existence of a finite electron scattering time, is directly related to crystal
imperfections, and is referred to as the Dingle temperature.

The Fermi surface of most metals is quite complex consisting of several distinct
sections or sheets supporting many different extremal cross-sectional areas for a
given magnetic field direction E. The areas can differ in size from only a few
tenths of a percent of one another to as much as four orders of magnitude. The
situation is further complicated since the amplitudes of the different dKvA fre-
quency components can differ by many orders of magnitude.

Thus, in determining the Fermi surface of metals using the dHvA effect, the basic
experimental problem is the spectrum analysis of Eq. (5a) into each of its com-
ponents F i(£), or through Eq. (4), into A^Ce). (In our discussion we will use
the words frequency or area interchangeably.) One then plots Aj(O versus • to
obtain the angular variation of the areas. Looking at Eq. (5b) one sees that the
amplitude of oscillations is enhanced if Xi(e) and T arc very snail, and i: H is
large. Thus, it becomes necessary to use very pure and perfect single rrystalK
(Xj(£) < 1°K) and to work at very low tenperatures. l.V performed our >.'j;pi'r[taints
at tenperatures below 0.4'K using 'He evaporative ci'olinR .inii ;it fit*Us .is kirgo
as 132 kG using a NbjSn superconducting solenoid. The largest, iiuid usi'd ! Ims
t'ar for Ulrj was only 70 k C A rotating probe was used to nrii-nL Lliu iTysl-.l in
the. magnetic field (i.e., change f). The usual fieUl-mnlulation Lfr!iniqii>.' was
used to obtain dHvA signals (13]. In this technique the samplo is placed in ,i
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pickup coil and the magnetization is measured as a voltage induced in the pickup
coil. A small modulating field {h cos(ut)} is superimposed on the d.c. field H,
and the pickup voltage is usually phase-detected at 2u> or 3u> in order to eliminate
the voltage picked up directly from the modulating field. The spectral content
of the dHvA. signal (the pickup coil voltage vs 1/H) was analyzed by an on-line
PDP-11/20 mini-computer programmed to perform fast or slow Fourier transforms [14];
this latter capability proves absolutely essential when analyzing complex dHvA
spectra.

A second important quantity one measures with the dHvA effect is m*(e). Essen-
tially it is a measure of how tightly bound the conduction electron is to the
nuclear site, or put in different terms, how broad or narrow the bands are at
the Fermi energy. In URh3 we measured masses as large as 5.3 m o where mo is the
rest mass of a free electron. This is an extremely large quantity when compared
to masses as low as 0.01 m 0 in some simple metals. The mass is obtained by
measuring the quantity Bi(e) vs T. A plot of ln(B.(e)/T) vs T yields a straight
line, the slope of which is proportional to mj(e). 1

Another measureable quantity Xi(£>, or the Dingle temperature, was not investi-
gated in detail. However, Dingle temperatures %0.5K were measured in UR113 and
somewhat lower values found in UIr3. The spin splitting factor g^ also was not
investigated although from the URh3 data it was apparent that it was probably con-
siderably larger than the free electron value of 2.

III. SAMPLE PREPARATION

A variety of methods are being used to grow single crystals of actinide compounds.
The purest crystals are produced in an electron beam floating zone furnace; how-
ever, its use is restricted to materials with the proper characteristics. In the
case of URI13 and UIr3 both are congruent-melting line compounds and the vapor
pressures of the Constituent metals at the melting temperature of the compounds
are sufficiently low that melting in a vacuum causes no variations in sample stoi-
chiometry. Consequently, the floating zone technique was used here. The com-
pounds were initially prepared by rf heating of the constituent metals in a water-
cooled silver boat in an inert atmosphere using 5N rhodium, 6N iridium, and 4N
uranium. A rod of each specimen (%5 cm long x %3 m diameter) was then electron-
beam zone refined in vacuum three times to form the crystal and purify the rod.
In this manner crystals of URh3 and UIr3 were obtained having residual resistance
ratios of 170 and 285, respectively. For dHvA measurements a small crystal
(ifc0.8 mm on each side) was electrolytically cut from each of the large rods and
etched to remove cutting damage.

A number of other crystals have also been grown by different techniques. Cry-
stals of UGe3 and USi3 were grown by dissolving the material in a Bi flux and
slowly lowering the temperature fron %900"C. USn3 was grown by simply dissolving
a small amount of U in Sn and again lowering the temperature slowly from %900°C.
This technique is useful where vapor pressure or transformation problems preclude
the use of the floating zone. For compounds where one or both of the constituents
has a high vapor pressure but otherwise melts congruently above %1200°C, the
Czochralsky method, using a tri-arc furnace and an intert atnosphere, .v,ay prow
most effective.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1 and 2 show the extremal cross-section.il aro.-i A{(•:), in .itonic units,
measured in URhj as a function ot' magnet angle in the (100)- -ir.d (HO)-type cry-
stallographic planes. The measured effective r.ias=::cs aic given in Table I.
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TABLE I

EFFECTIVE MASSES IN URh3

Orbit Plane

a (100)

1
6
Bi

B2

E
P (110)

8l

Degrees
from [100]

0°
0°
0°
0°

12.5°
18.5°
24.5°
18.5°
24.5°
30.0°
34.5°
45.0°
34.5°
70.0°
54.5°
33.0"
80.0°
70.0°
65.0°
28.0°

Effective Mass,

m*/ny.

2.50
0.49
0.61
3.01
3.16
3.30
3.70

5.12
4.03
3.88
3.71
3.73
3.66
2.3S
2.2?
3.00
3.80
5.00
5.25
4.OX

Most of the frequencies are very disjointed (primarily in Fig. 2) indicating a
complex, multiply-connected Fermi surface. Only the very small frequencies in
Fig. 1 come from closed surfaces. The frequency branch labeled v can be identi-
fied with a surface located either at r or at R (see Fig. 3 for symmetry labels
in the simple cubic Brillouin zone) while the set of frequencies labeled 6 are
probably due to a set of closed surfaces somewhere along the r-X line. From
Table I one sees that these small surfaces have very low effective masses (0.4 rao-
0.6 mo) end probably have considerable s-wave character. However, they represent
only a very small fraction of the total Fermi surface.

The bulk of the Fermi surface is identified with the data of Fig. 2. Effective
nasses ranging fron 2.5 mo to 5.3 ^ have been measured for the various extremal
orbits. Electron masses on the branches \>it ?, and i are probably higher than
5.3 mo but could not be measured since the appropriate oscillations were observ-
able only at the lowest temperatures. It is believed that all of these frequency
branches are related and come from one multiply-connected Fermi surface.

The large slowly varying branches 3. appear to be due to a set of ellipsoids con-
nected to each other via necks which cause Che observed interruptions in the ex-
tremal orbits. The branch V] is nost likely the neck, frequency so that fro™ the
(110] raininun in cxtren.il area we infer that the neck directions arc along [110].
The symmetry of the ellipsoids cannot be determined fron the data alone. However,
band structure calculations (shewn in Fig. 4) indicate that the largest piece of
Ferm surface is centered at 'A [1], By centering the ellipsoids at the points >!
in the simple cubic Brillouin zone, and connecting then by [llOJ-directed necks,
we obtain .» rerni surface topologically similar to tiiat shown in !';•.;. 3. Here
we have placed spheroids rather then ellipsoids at M since we do not yet knnw
the Kerrai surface in such detail; also, we have not included the snail, closed
surfaces. There are three inequivalent ellipsoids in the zone (labuli'd 1, 2,
and 3 in Fig. 3) filling up about 1/2 the zone volume.
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[KHS] too]

Fig. 3. Synnetry labels and proposed topology
for Che large, open surface in URhj.
We have shown spheres instead of ellip-
soids centered at M and connected by
IllOJ-diiected necks.

' T a x

Fig. 4. Energy bands (from Itef. 1) for URhj
using the electron potential which
resulted in a best fit to the tlat.i.
Note the wide uiterstit ion with the
Ferni energy around the 'l-point and
also the snat! Intcrst.vt ion Identified
as a nock along the X-R line.
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The calculated bands shown in Fig. 4 are in qualitative agreement with the Fermi
surface proposed above. By placing the Fermi energy at 0.93 Ry., we obtain a
large surface centered at M of approximately the correct magnitude to correspond
to the Si orbit. The same band which intersects Ep around M, also intersects
E F along the X-R line and produces the fllCJ-directed necks. Several small inter-
sections also occur along the "-X line which could correspond to the orbits y and
6 in Fig. 1. The orbit y, however, definitely has the symmetry of either F or R
and this Is not obtained from the bands in Fig. 4. However, these small inter-
sections are extremely sensitive to the s-electron content of the electron
potential [1] so that only slight modifications are probably necessary to yield
bt'.ter results along the f-X line.

Most of the data in Fig. 2 can be explained on the basis of a Fermi surface
having the topology shown in Fig. 3. Frequency branches 8} are entirely consis-
tent with M-centered ellipsoids whose surfaces are interrupted by [110]~directed
necks. Frequency branches uj and v2 are essentially the neck orbit interrupted
for a range of angles where another neck interferes with a closed electron path.
The frequency branch 0 comes from a hole orbit centered along the r-R line for H
along [111] and encompasses three ellipsoids and the three necks connecting then.
Frequency branch a is most likely the R-centered hole orbit for H along [100)
which includes four ellipsoids and four necks connecting then. Although discon-
tinuous jumps in die four-fold R-centered orbit are possible as H is tipped from
1100) in the (110) plane, the most likely explanation for frequency branches ;
and £ are corrugations in either the necks or ellipsoids or both. Thus, we be-
lieve that ; and % are merely continuations of a.

There are sone discrepancies between the data and the model of the Fermi surface
in Fig. 3. 1) A second hole orbit centered at X should exist for H along [100]
and is not observed. 2) Frequency branch vj, identified as the neck orbit, is
not observed directly at (110) and in the entire (100) plane. 3) Three ellip-
soid branches S< should exist in the (100) plane, each over a limited range of
angles. While three branches are actually observed we are reluctant to identify
the branch labeled c with 63 since with the assumed topology it cannot exist at
[110]. A data point was obtained at [110] with a value roughly coriesponding to
c.

Objections 1) and 2) above can be dismissed relatively easily by assuming a high
effective mass. This is a reasonable assumption since we know that the mass on
the neck orbit is too large to measure even where it is observable. The third
problem however presents a greater challenge. There are several possibilities,
all of which will require a more complete band structure calculation for resolu-
tion. The most likely explanation is that the branch e can indeed be identified
as S3 and- it disappears %5° from [110]. The point observed directlv at [110] is
related to V[ in an unknown way, possibly through an additional unobserved piece
of Fermi surface.

B.

The data for UIr3 are not yet as complete as for URh3. Data were taken only in
fields up to 70 kG. Ho effective mass measurements have been made, although it

appears from the generally larger signals that the masses are somewhat lower than

in URh3.

The cross-sectional areas obtained in Uir3 are shown in Kig. 5. Although the de-
tails of the connectivity of sorae brandies will need to be cleared up at high
fields, a fairly clear picture is nevertheless eni-rf-lnj;. A first glance at the
data indicates a considerably more complex Kermi surface than in URh3. However,
a closer scrutiny reveals that the b:ind structure is probably quite similar to
URh3, except for a slight downward shift in the Fermi energy.
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. , .,

Fig. 5. Cross-sectional areas
in atomic unics for
UIr3 in the (100) and
(110) planes. The
branches Bj. probably
come from a large open
piece of Fermi surface.
The branch v may be a
neck frequency.
Additional branches
exist but could not be
clearly resolved at
70 kG.

MAGNET ANGLE

The largest frequencies (labeled g. in Fig. 5) are about 25% smaller than the
corresponding S. frequencies in URR3. The symmetry is again consistent (though
not conclusively so) with ellipsoids located at M and connected by [110]-directed
necks. For example, a single frequency is observed in the (110) plane while
multiple frequencies exist in the (100) plane. The orbit in the (110) plane is
also interrupted for H near [111] as in URh3. Unfortunately, the signal slowly
fades out within ^20° of [100] in all planes probably because the effective mass
is increasing. It is essential that data be taken at higher fields to clear
up the details around [100], and thus firmly establish the symmetry of this sur-
face.

A few additional details also need clearing up. V.e have not, for example, found
a frequency branch which can be clearly identified vith a neck orbit. Tt too
is expected to have a large effective nass. The branch labeled K is reminiscent
of a neck orbit but is probably too snail to fit our proposed model., The braru-H
labeled v is of correct magnitude but has been observed over too smatl an angular
range to make any identification. This too must be rtne.isureei at !iig!ifr fields.
In any case, it appears that the aajor piece of Fermi surface: is probably .simll.ir
to that shown in Fig. 3.
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the remaining four branches are relatively straightforward. They all have the
symmetry of either r or R and can be identified with single closed surfaces. Ex-
cept for the branch 6 they appear to be octahedrons with the peaks along [100J-
type directions. A fifth branch (not shown in Fig. 5) was observed near 0.045
a.u. but could not be clearly resolved at 70 kG. If one looks at the band struc-
ture in Fi'fJ. 4 one sees that by lowering the Fermi energy to about 0.90 Rydbergs
one obtains from four to six additional hole pockets depending an the exact loca-
tion of Ep, together with a decrease in the size of the electron surface at M.
Roughly that is what is observed. It ie also necessary cor the band which gives
rise to the neck to drop down In energy somewhat along the X-R line relative to
other bands in order to Intersect Lp. Preliminary calculations by Koelling [15]
indicate that this indeed appears to be the case in Utrj. Thus, we feel that
even with incomplete data the Fermi surface of UIr3 is qualitatively understood
with a number of details still to be clarified.

V. CONCLUSION'S

Although the band structure calct'itions for actinidc compounds are not yet at
a level where one can compare- nil :e details of theory and experiment, the quali-
tative agreement reported here i» certainly encouraging. On the basis of these
results one can understand tho breakdown of the empirical correlation of actinide-
actinide separation and magnetisn [9j. Despite the presence of three f-electrons
in occupied bands in URh3 and L'Ir3, none of the bands at the cerni level (see
Fig. 4) can be described as very flat or narrow, u description generally associ-
ated with f-bands. The broadening of the- bands is due to f-d hybridization which
is very favorable in the AUCU3 crystal structure, the d-electrons being supplied
by the Rh and Ir atons. The actinide-actinide separation is probably more sig-
nificant vith respect to magnet ism in those compounds where the d- or s-electrons
responsible for hybridization and broadening of the bands are contributed by tV.n
actinde atoms themselves.

The T J resistivity in URhj is easily understood from the band structure of Fig. 4
and is attributed to interband scattering from the small low mass s-like sheets
to the heavy-ma&s f-d surface 116]. In Ulrj, on the other hand, we have consid-
erably more low-mass pieces of Fermi surface so that a scattering event does not
necessarily remove an electron from the current beam. The conduction electrons
have a high probability of being scattered into another low-nass band. Hence,
we observe a Ts resistivity at low temperatures, typical of s-s scattering. In-
deed it is gratifying to note that the model derived earlier to explain the bulk
property data for these compounds [6] is essentially corroborated by the present
detailed measurements.

The next step in the investigation of actinide intermetallic compounds is the
study of materials displaying nearly-magnetic phenomena such as spin fluctuations.
UGe3 has been mentioned above, and is the most likely candidate if samples with
Dingle temperatures of 1°K or less can be obtained. However, some Laves-phase
materials such as UIr2 may prove more fruitful in future studies since higher
purities are possible. Clearly, a continued close collaboration between theory
and experiment will be necessary for further understanding of these relatively
complex materials.
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